How can we leverage the immersive nature of videogame worlds to engage
young readers in the critical language, literacy, and technology skills they will
need for the future?

WHEN GAMING MEETS READING
We live in an age where video game play among youth is
ubiquitous (Granic et al., 2014), while at the same time, there
is a growing decline of young people who engage in reading
for fun on a regular basis (Schaeffer, 2021). How can we solve
this problem? Is it possible to bolster literacy skills in video
game worlds by simultaneously engaging young readers in
complex texts? Project Inanimate Alice set out to do just that,
and there is growing evidence that points to this born-digital
novel as a powerful tool for supporting critical language,
literacy, and technology skills (Hovious et al., 2021). Inanimate Alice not only engages readers in
an immersive story world, but it also challenges them to read multimodally, a task that requires
significant working memory capacity to interact with and integrate the modalities of twodimensional and three-dimensional digital spaces. Research indicates that advanced readers of
print texts are challenged by Inanimate Alice because the readability of the interface is highly
complex (Hovious & O’Connor, 2022). Yet, there is also anecdotal evidence that suggests that
multimodal reading may be a potential strength for struggling readers of print texts, perhaps
due to their yet-to-be-understood cognitive strengths (Taylor & Vestergaard, 2022).
Consequently, we believe that Inanimate Alice is a game changer for engaging readers of all
abilities in critical reading.
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